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Abstract— nowadays a lot of organizations are in a constant lookout to simplify their hiring process so that they can scout the 

best talent in a minimum time frame. The proposed system tries to simplify the manual work by automating the entire hiring 

process. The system helps to clean, parse and classify the large amount of resumes, that the hiring managers‘ receive on a daily 

basis, using SVM (support vector machine algorithm in python).The system would cover some repetitive manual procedures 

like the aptitude test using JavaScript and the audio HR interview using natural language processing and sentiment analysis. 

This would ensure that the HR managers would not have to ask the same questions repeatedly thus preventing them from 

losing good candidates due to lack of interest towards the end of the interview. The system also provides detailed analysis in 

the form of a bar graph which gives a score count of the analysed tone parameters on the basis of the audio interview provided 

by the candidate.  

 

Keywords—Natural Language Processing , Support Vector Machine, Tone Analysis, Resume, Classification, Sentiment 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

Employing right candidate has always been an important but 

tedious task within any organization. The hiring managers 

need to manually sort through hundreds and thousands of 

resumes on a day to day basis and some good resumes may 

unintentionally get missed out while trying to sort through so 

much data. Also a large amount of resources are used to 

conduct aptitude tests for different candidates in different 

locations. Apart from this even HR interview rounds tend to 

be repetitive process as the same set of questions are asked 

over and over again. This results in lack of interest of the 

interviewer after taking multiple interviews thus missing out 

on the good candidates. Hence the proposed system would 

help automate the entire process. 

 

The proposed paper is organized as follows, Section I 

contains an introduction of the proposed system which aims 

at automating the recruitment process and increasing the 

probability of hiring the right candidate, Section II contains 

literature review, Section III explains the workflow of the 

proposed system, Section IV explains resume parsing 

module which classifies the resumes based on keywords and 

job categories to which a candidate is best suited for, Section 

V explains audio and speech analysis of candidate using 

sentiment analysis, section VI and Section VII summarizes 

results and future scope. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

Our research work for the existing system and software 

solutions for resume parsing module includes analysis  

various research papers. One paper on automated filtering of 

resumes [1],[2], queried the resumes using job specifications 

and then used collaborative filtering method to rank the 

relevant resumes. However, the system could not track the 

profiles of the candidates using social media sites. It could 

not compare applicant‘s resume with resumes of successful 

employees. Another paper used Term Document Matrix for 

extracting relevant words from the resumes. 

 

K-Means Clustering has been used in order to cluster the 

resumes having relevant word counts as features. 

 

Each word Count C(i) was then multiplied with the 

corresponding weight W(i) and all such products for a 

resume were summed to get the Cluster Based Ranking 

(CBR). However this approach could not work on large 

dataset [3]. 

 

In order to understand the process and existing system, to 

perform analysis on text and audio we referred to three 

papers one of which performed sentiment analysis on the 

data that it received from twitter. This data was divided on 

the basis of positive text and negative text. The only problem 

was that it could not guess when certain emotions like 
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sarcasm used positive text to represent negative emotions [4]. 

The next paper performed analysis on YouTube data by first 

converting video to audio and then converting audio to text 

and finally performing analysis on the text [5],[6]. We also 

referred to a paper that performed analysis on online papers 

in order to analyze which papers are better when compared to 

the others [7]. 

 

III. WORKFLOW 

 

Initially the resumes are stored in the database in pdf format. 

For analysis we convert the pdf to text using pdf miner. 

Cleaning and analysis is performed on this text using pandas 

and NLTK word tokenizer library. Post which we extract 

details such as most frequently used words. We also extract 

frequently used adjectives which may create a good 

impression on a recruiters mind using the NLTK word 

tokenizer along with the POS tagging. Once the resume is 

selected we inform the candidate for further rounds. The 

candidate has to give an aptitude test, based on the results 

audio interview is scheduled. In the audio interview round 

based on the questions, audio is recorded of candidate‘s 

answer to those questions and simultaneously speech to text 

conversion takes place. Once these audios are uploaded, they 

can be viewed on the HR portal. Sentimental Analysis of the 

text is done using Tone analyzer. The result of the tone and 

sentiment analysis is displayed on the HR portal in a 

graphical format using bar chart. Based on the results, onsite 

interview may be scheduled and selection of the candidate 

can be made. 

Figure 1: Process Flow 

 

IV. RESUME PARSING 

 

The resume parsing model goes through the following 

stages:- 

A. Conversion from PDF to Text 

It is extremely complicated to perform processing functions 

on data when it is in a PDF format as PDF is an image 

representation without any logical structure. Hence in order 

to simplify the process we convert PDF to text. In order to do 

so we use PDF miner which is a library written in Python 

used to convert pdf documents to HTML format. 

 

It uses a method called lazy parsing which means that it will 

only parse the important parts in a particular document. In 

order to use this, you need to make use of the various classes 

present in the library.  

 

Two main classes are PDF Parser and PDF Document. The 

PDFParser gets the resume details from the resumes and 

PDFDocument stores this information in the form of objects. 

The PDFParser can also request for these objects whenever 

required. The PDFInterpreter performs various processing 

functions on the contents of the document. The PDFDevice 

then interprets the resume contents as per our requirements. 

Finally the text file is displayed. 

 
Figure 2: Procedure for conversion from PDF to Text 

 

B. Cleaning and Preprocessing of Data 

Our main aim for this part is to get rid of the redundant data 

and extract text which can be further used for analysis. 

Removing punctuation and stop words. For our analysis we 

need to get rid of punctuations and stop words as they are of 

no use to us in our analysis example, Email, phone Nos in 

‗xxxx‘ format: Resume consists of personal details like 

phone numbers, emails, etc but due to some privacy reasons 

they are censored. This censored data may add noise to the 

dataset. So they are of no use to us. Since they follow a 

standard format we deal with it using regular expressions. 

Resume may include many UTF-8 format specific codes 

which aren‘t interpretable in ASCII. Also they are not much 

use to us as it adds noise. 

 

So conversion to ASCII is done along with it  UTF-8 format 

codes are removed. There may be some records wherein 
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resumes may not be present. So for the analysis those records 

were removed. 

 

C. Analysis 

1. Class-wise Distribution 

Based on the Category of the resume we have divided the 

classes in our database. 

Some of the domain specific classes are HR, Finance, 

Engineering, Advocate, etc.  

 

2. Frequency of words in the resumes 

To identify the most frequently appearing words, the 

proposed system uses the NLTK-word tokenizer function. 

For visual representation of these words our system uses 

word cloud. Some of the most frequent words are program, 

work -experience, project, etc appear many times, which can 

be useful in further analysis. 

 

3. Frequency of adjectives 

To create a good impression of his/her resume in the 

recruiter's mind, use of good adjectives is really common, 

rather important and the frequency of adjectives used gives 

us more insight into our dataset. The system makes use of the 

NLTK word tokenizer along with the POS tagging to get the 

parts of speech. Our output shows that words like 

professional, responsible, academic, technical, social which 

are quiet prominent in the word cloud, could have been 

mainly used in describing oneself. Our output shows that 

words like Annual, various, international, medical, senior, 

legal, public etc could have been used to explain about the 

past designations/jobs/income etc. 

 

D. SVM  Classifier: 

In the proposed system we have made use of supervised 

learning model - Support vector machine (SVM) for 

classification of resumes into job categories, to which the 

candidate‘s profile is best appropriate for.  

 

Implementation of SVM Classifier for resume classification: 

 

1. Prepare and pre-process the resume.csv dataset 

SVM classifier cannot directly process the text documents in 

original format. It expects a numerical feature vector of fixed 

size. Also, in this step we remove any punctuations, 

duplicate columns and convert the text into a more 

manageable representation. 

2. Splitting the dataset into training and test data 

In the proposed system, we are training the SVM model with 

a set of preselected resumes and categories of the job profile. 

We then use testing set of resumes on our model to predict 

their class. 

3. Extracting Feature Vector. 

SVM classifies data into classes based on extracted feature 

vector. We are using bag of words model which detects how 

many times the relevant words appear i.e their frequency 

count. 

 

CountVectorizer- 

For a given collection of text documents, CountVectorizer 

tokenises it into a vocabulary of known words and finds out 

their word count. 

 

TF-IDF Vectorizer.- 

Term frequency finds how often(frequency)of given  words  

appears across documents whereas Inverse-Document 

Frequency scales down words that appear a lot across 

document  for eg .the. 

 

4. Building SVM Classifier. 

We then build our SVM classifier by specifying labels. In the 

proposed system, SVM uses word and frequency score count 

of relevant words to classify them into a particular job 

category. For eg. For ‗Advocate‘ job category, ‗law‘ is a 

relevant word. 

 

SVM Classification model was able to efficiently predict the 

job categories of test data and gave an accuracy of 70%.The 

classifier was able to work on non-linear and multivariate 

numeric data due to appropriate kernel selection. 

 

Evaluating SVM Classifier: 

 

 

                   
Figure 3: Mapping of actual and predicted values 

 

As seen in the above diagram, most of the actual and 

predicted values of job categories lie on the diagonal which 

represents true positive values. 

 

V. AUDIO INTERVIEW 

 

The candidate has to first select a question from the drop 

down list. After clicking on the record button audio 

recording will start. As the recording is in process, 
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simultaneously the speech gets converted to text. On pressing 

the stop button the recording terminates and audio gets 

displayed. When the upload button is clicked the recording 

gets uploaded to the database. On the HR PORTAL the 

audios‘ can be viewed along with the results of the text 

analysis. Results of the text analysis are shown in a graphical 

format. 

 

 
Figure 4: Audio Recording and Speech to Text Conversion 

 

A. Speech to text conversion 

In order to perform analysis on the interview given by the 

candidate, we need it in textual format. In order to do so, we 

need to convert the interview which is in audio format(.wav) 

into textual format. For this we make use of  web speech API 

using JavaScript. When the candidate speaks into the 

microphone the speech gets converted into text using Speech 

Recognition and this text is displayed on a text box. When 

candidate clicks on the stop button, the textual conversion of 

audio data is sent to the database and on clicking the upload 

button the page gets refreshed for the next question to be 

answered.  

 

1. In depth working 

This API works only on Chrome and Firefox and hence the 

first part of our code displays an error message if any other 

browser is used. Next we specify a recognition variable 

which allows us to use all the API methods. The 

―recognition.continuous()‖ method is set to true as candidates 

tend to take pauses between words to think and this will 

ensure that the recognition does not stop abruptly. The 

recognition will stop automatically, when the candidate 

pauses for longer than 15 seconds. In order to display the 

speech in the text box we make use of recognition.onresult(). 

When we tried to run this application on a mobile all words 

were repeated twice. In order to prevent this we made some 

changes in the code by introducing a new variable 

―mobilerepeatbug‖. In order to start the recognition we used 

―recognition.start()‖ and in order to stop the recognition we 

use ―recognition.stop()‖. 

 

B. Tone Analysis of Audio Data: 

The proposed system makes use of IBM Watson Tone 

analyser API which performs natural language processing 

and tone analysis by sensing emotional and language tones 

using linguistic analysis on textual conversion of spoken 

speech. In the proposed system we have used tone analysis 

API on the answers spoken in audio interview to understand 

how confident a candidate is. It Analyses tone (sentiment) 

into attributes like: fear, joy, anger, sadness, analytical, 

tentative, confident. 

Since the tone analyser API works only on textual data we 

have stored speech to text converted data of spoken answers 

in our database. 

 
Figure 5: Step by step execution of tone Analysis 

 

Brief working of Tone-Analyser API: 

 

1. We first extracted the speech to text converted data  

2. (textual data) of answers spoken in audio interview 

from database. 

3. We then used JSON.parse() to convert it into 

JavaScript object (string format). 

4. We then iterated through each sub item in 

JavaScript string object and passed this object to 

tone analyser API. 

5. The tone analyser then analyses the string object 

into parameters: fear, joy, anger, sadness, analytical, 

tentative, confident and along with that score count 

of each analysed tone parameter. 

6. It then converts the analysed tone parameters into 

JSON object using JSON.Stringify() and views the 

JSON analysis of speech. 
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Figure 6: Result in Json Format 

 

We later used Chart.js to represent the tone Analysis result 

using bar-graph for better understanding and representation. 

 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The proposed system therefore helps to improve and speed 

up the process of recruitment. The system can successfully 

parse large amount of resumes with proper classification on 

the basis of the role that the employees applied for, and has 

an accuracy of 70%. 

 

 
 Figure 7: Frequency of words represented by word cloud 

 

 
Figure 8: Evaluating SVM Accuracy 

 

The proposed system also features audio interview module 

which uses natural language processing and sentiment 

analysis to detect emotional and linguistic tones in the 

candidate‘s speech. The analysed tone parameters with their 

score count are represented by a bar–graph for better 

understanding of the recruiter. 

 

 
Figure 9: Chart representation of tone parameters 

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

 

The scope of the proposed system could be increased in 

future by including advanced competency tests which will 

detect candidate‘s aptitude and cognitive skills along with 

emotional intelligence with the help of fun games [8]. These 
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neuroscience games can help detect problem solving, critical 

thinking and time management abilities. They can also help 

recruiters to assess how willing a candidate is to take risks. 

We could also use face recognition technique to check the 

authenticity of candidate. We can also have a Chat Bot which 

could be used to solve all queries of the candidate. We can 

also have a calendar feature to schedule and book dates for 

different kinds of interviews. 
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